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The world is rapidly changing

The new age of mass-market battery electric vehicles (EVs) is here, kick-started 
in 2010 by the Nissan Leaf and Chevrolet Volt, and evolved into an extensive 
range of available models today. The rise in the availability of EVs keeps 
increasing and leading car manufacturers all commit to making a major part of 
their sales come from EVs in the upcoming years.

The gradual move towards e-mobility is reflected on the streets. The amount 
of EVs is becoming increasingly large and is expected to reach a total of 10 
million at the end of 2020. This transition might raise questions for you on what 
it would look like for you to drive electric. 

In this document, you will learn the basics of this innovative industry, the benefits 
it can bring you and all you need to know to get started with EV charging.

50%
Of vehicle sales 
predicted to be 
made up of EVs 
by 2030

Introduction
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Swapping your petrol car for an electric one has many benefits.  
Next to the great driving experience, saving costs and reducing your 
ecological footprint are the main benefits. 

Save costs

Electric vehicles are generally cheaper in use compared to traditional petrol 
or diesel cars¹,². Whilst the purchase price is notably higher, the cost of a full 
charge is considerably lower than a full tank of fuel and EVs are typically 
more efficient. Research showed that over four years, the pure electric 
version of an EV was the cheapest in all investigated European places – 
UK, Germany, France, Netherlands and Norway – owing to a combination 
of lower taxes, fuel costs and subsidies on the purchase price. Given that, 
driving an EV can help you save costs in the long run. Also, regenerative 
braking, fewer moving parts and less fluids than a traditional vehicle mean 
that an EV generally comes with a much lower maintenance burden. 

Reduce your ecological footprint

EVs produce fewer emissions than traditional ICE cars, even when including 
emissions from manufacturing and electricity generation. Research concludes 
that electric cars produce fewer emissions overall - even if the generation 
still involves fossil fuels³. In 95% of the world, driving an EV is better for the 
environment than a petrol car, with the only exceptions in places like Poland, 
where electricity generation is still mostly coal-based. Driving electric is 
therefore a great way to reduce your ecological footprint. In the near future, 
Smart Charging services will enable charging only when there is sustainable 
energy available, lowering the impact on the environment even further.

Resources

1.  Met de stroom mee: het stimuleren van elektrisch rijden - 
Kennisinstituut voor Mobiliteitsbeleid, Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 
Management

2.  Using vehicle taxation policy to lower transport emissions:  
An overview for passenger cars in Europe - International Council on 
Clean Transportation - Sandra Wappelhorst, Peter Mock, Zifei Yang

3.  Net emission reductions from electric cars and heat pumps in 59 
world regions over time - Nature Sustainability - Florian Knobloch, Steef V. 
Hanssen, Aileen Lam, Hector Pollitt, Pablo Salas, Unnada Chewpreecha, Mark A. 
J. Huijbregts & Jean-Francois Mercure

Benefits of 
driving an EV
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Location Use4 When do drivers charge here?

Home 40% At night.

Business 40% During work or business appointments.

On-the-go 20% When on the road, during shopping or 
whilst enjoying entertainment.

The new era of attractive, mass-market, consumer-friendly EVs is completely 
changing the way drivers fuel their cars. Rather than going out of their way for a 
traditional fuel station stop, today’s EV drivers usually charge at home while they 
sleep and “top up” while at the places they already spend their time. 

Goodbye range anxiety

Almost three quarters of EV owners 
say that the range of their vehicle  
is more than sufficient.⁴

Resources

4.  EV Driver Survey 2020  
Shell Recharge

EV charging 
situations
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There are several types of stations available that can be used to charge 
an EV. The time it takes to charge an EV depends on the battery 
capacity and the charging power. The table below shows the most 
common EV charging stations, including their characteristics.

Domestic wall socket Dedicated charging station (AC) Fast charging (DC)

Speed 7.4 kW* 7 - 22 kW > 50

Average charge 
time*
80% full

4.5 - 8 hours. 4 - 8 hours. 30 minutes.

Location Home. Home, public parking spaces. Fuel stations, highways.

Costs £0.13 / kWh
Depending on local tariff.

£0.18 - £0.30 / kWh
Depending on local tariff.

£0.29 - £0.79 / kWh
Depending on operator.

Demand on 
electricity grid Low. Medium. High.

Considerations Off street parking required. Check the tariffs before starting a charge. Check tariffs and bear in mind that 
higher charging speeds not possible on 
all EVs.

*Highly dependent on battery size.

Kilowatt (kW)

The kilowatt (kW) is equal to one thousand watts. This unit is typically used to 
express the output power of engines and the power of electric motors, as well 
as charge points.

Kilowatt hour (kWh)

A kilowatt hour is a unit of energy equivalent to the energy transferred in one 
hour by one thousand watts of power. EV batteries are typically measured in 
kilowatt hours, where 1 kWh generally is 5 - 6 km of range in a BEV.

EV charging 
stations
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Car charging 
capacity

Charge point 
power

Location’s 
amperage 

Installation 
type

Energy usage Charging capacity

Jaguar I-PACE 
single-phase, 32A.

Home Advanced 
7.4 kW.

Standard UK home: 
32A.

Single-phase 
installation.

Dynamic Power 
Management 
Household usage = 
3x10A, so 3x15A is 
still available for EV 
charging.

(230V x 32A) x 1 = 7.4 kW

+ ++

Example

+ =

EV types, batteries and charging stations all can have a wide range 
of different characteristics, but the foundation for charging is similar 
for all of them. Charging follows a physical formula: 

Watt = Voltage x Amperage x Phases

We understand that this might sound complicated, so let’s take  
a look at an example:

Formula for 
EV charging
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Charge point operators install charge points in public 
spaces, for any EV driver to access. 

Together, these charge points form a brand’s charge point network.
There are few to no charge point operators that have wide, 
international coverage. So in order to make public charging more 
accessible, charge point operators work together in a roaming network. 

The setup of a roaming network is comparable to that of a mobile 
network. When you travel abroad, you use a mobile network of a 
different operator, but pay through your own provider. Similarly, charge 
point operators share their connection, so EV-drivers can seamlessly use 
their services - wherever they go - and only pay for one service. 

By using a charge card or app, a back-office keeps track of where an 
EV driver has charged and what costs should be accredited at what 
charge point provider. For this service, usually, a transaction fee applies 
next to the local charging fee. Charging fees can differ per charge point 
operator and in some countries, a time fee applies that encourages EV 
drivers to charge at times when this puts less pressure on the grid - for 
example at night.

Shell Recharge charging network

The Shell Recharge charging roaming network consists of over 
275.000 charge points across 35 countries. Collaborating with 
200+ partners, we enable drivers to charge wherever they go with 
just one card - all powered by green energy. 275K

connected charge points 
across Europe

Public EV charging 
network
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Setting up 
home charging
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When switching to an EV, acquiring a charge point for 
charging at home is one of the things to think about. 

We listed 5 topics that help you select the optimal charging solution  
for your personal situation.

1. Location and installation

Where do you want your charge point to be installed?

2. Charging speed

What charging speed do you want?

3. Smart features

What smart features do you need?

4. Tethered vs. socketed charge point

Do you need a tethered cable?

5. Service and maintenance

What do you need in terms of support?

Selecting a home 
charge point
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1. Location and installation

Charge points can be installed nearly anywhere, as long as it 
is your property or approved by your landlord. Whether you’d 
like the charge point installed on the front wall of your house, 
inside a garage or pole-mounted on your driveway: most 
scenarios are possible. 

When considering installing a charge point, it is a good idea 
to rely on expertise from an operator like Shell Recharge. Our 
experts know exactly what is possible, and what needs to be 
done in terms of cabling and digging to make this possible and 
can help you with advice on the right placement for you.

2. Charging speed

Charge points can operate at multiple charging speeds. The 
highest possible speed depends on your home grid connection. 
Most UK homes have single-phase connections, enabling 
speeds of up to 7.4 kW. Some fortunate households have three-
phase connections which would enable speeds of up to 22 
kW. To effectively balance the power needs of charging your 
EV with the demands of your home appliances without fear of 
overloading the connection, we have a solution called Dynamic 
Power Management (DPM). 

The DPM module monitors the total electricity consumption 
in your home and dynamically adjusts the charging speed as 
more or less capacity is available. 

Selecting a home 
charge point
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3. Smart features

Smart features help you get the most out of your charge 
point. A smart charge point is connected online, enabling 
it to communicate with other cloud-connected systems 
that add extra features. Benefit from online insights, RFID 
user authentication, automatic reimbursement of charging 
costs to an employer and more. Smart charge points are 
connected to a personal online platform or app, enabling 
you to remotely control it and providing you with insights 
into your personal charging behaviour. Finally, smart 
charge points also automatically update the firmware 
of your charge point over the air, ensuring you’re always 
using the latest technology. 

69%
of the European EV drivers 
want to use smart charging⁵.

Resources

5.  EV Driver Survey 2020  
Shell Recharge

Selecting a home 
charge point
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4. Tethered vs. socketed charge point

Charge points usually come with the option of a socket, 
for which you plug in your own cable, or tethered with 
an affixed cable of its own. If you’re the sole user of the 
charge point, it may be a good idea to get a tethered 
option. This way, you can keep your personal cable in 
the car for public use and rely on the affixed cable to the 
charge point, saving time and hassle. If there are multiple 
users, perhaps with different connectors, the socketed 
model may be the best option.

5. Service and maintenance

When selecting a charge point, you need to ensure 
that you pick a reliable partner but it’s also worthwhile 
to understand the services and maintenance levels 
included for when something goes wrong. Using smart 
charge points is a great way to optimise uptime and 
save costs on service and maintenance, as they are 
always connected for any future firmware updates and 
improvements. In addition, repairs can often be made 
over-the-air which saves time, money and hassle.

Selecting a home 
charge point
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By using a charge card, you can charge at your home charge 
point as well as at (public) charge points on-the-go.  
The costs for these charging sessions differ. 

Home charging 
A home charge point is directly connected to your electricity connection. 
Therefore, you will be billed directly by your supplier at your standard energy 
rate. When you have different day and night tariff, this means you can save 
costs when charging at night. Contact your electricity supplier to find out 
your kWh rate.

Charging on-the-go 
The costs of public charging vary. For a seamless charging experience 
throughout the entire network, charge point providers often provide roaming 
services. Usually, a transaction fee for this is charged. Next to that, a 
charging fee is calculated, either per minute or per kWh. To know exactly 
what your charging session will cost, you can easily check the actual tariff of 
the specific charge point in our EV charging by Shell Recharge app.

Reimbursement of charging costs  
When your employer pays for your fuel costs, e.g. through a lease 
subscription, you can benefit from the setup of automatic reimbursement if 
you have a Shell Recharge charge point. This can automatically bill the cost 
of charging an EV at home back to the employer to ensure that business 
mileage is credited through an automatic invoicing system.

Get insights

When your charge card is connected to an  
online account, you can easily get insights into  
your charging costs.

Charging 
costs
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In an ever more connected world, Smart Charging 
Services will make the difference in your charging 
experience.

Smart technology allows us to schedule charging sessions and will 
enable us to calculate when and how quickly our EVs need to be 
charged. This has some great benefits.

Charge more sustainably  
Smart charging technology will soon allow you to charge when the 
supply of renewable energy in the grid is larger. Rather than starting 
to charge at full speed from the moment that an EV is plugged in, 
algorithms will monitor the levels of renewable energy in the grid and let 
your EV charge more when this supply is higher, always ensuring your 
battery is sufficiently powered before you leave.

Charge cheaper 
Scheduling of charging sessions will also enable cheaper charging 
sessions in the short future. By letting your charge point communicate 
with systems that track the fluctuating market prices, you will be able 
to configure your charge point to charge more when the electricity is 
cheaper. At night, or at times when the availability from sustainable 
energy sources is high for example, and prices drop. And sometimes, 
when there’s a lot of wind-generated energy, for example, electricity 
prices become negative and you can theoretically charge for free.

Automatic firmware updates 

When using a smart charge point, you can easily 
add smart charging services as you go. This way, you 
have always access to the newest services available. 

The next steps 
in EV charging
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Mobility 
Services

Support 
Services

Hardware & 
Installation

Smart  
Charging 
Services

Partner 
Services

Whether you are always on the road or drive 
just a few miles a day - you want your EV to 
be charged easily at home for whenever you 
need it. We understand that your charging 
requirements are as unique as your lifestyle, 
which is why we deliver much more than just 
charge points.

Our unique charging ecosystem is designed to 
fulfil the needs of every EV driver. By delivering 
an integrated approach, we ensure that installing 
a home charge point and setting up on-the-go 
charging is an easy and seamless process and 
delivers a complete solution throughout. 

Get in touch today - we’re ready  
to help.

Shell Recharge 
Charging Ecosystem 
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Switching to driving electric might seem 
challenging, but ultimately is very easy and  
a great step in future-proofing mobility. 

With a team of 300+ charging experts and over 10 years of 
experience in the business, Shell Recharge is here to support 
you on this journey, and ensure that EV charging, both at 
home and on-the-go, is as straightforward and successful as 
it can be, from idea through to installation, and beyond. 

Join the e-mobility
movement



About 
Shell Recharge

Shell Recharge is Europe’s 
leading smart charging solutions 
provider for electric vehicles. 

With experience that covers over 80,000 charge point 
installations across Europe, our mission is to enable 
everybody to drive as many kilometres as possible 
powered by clean energy with a focus on business  
and home locations.

With access to more than 275,000 charge points in 
over 35 countries, we are the largest roaming network 
in Europe. More than 400,000 registered drivers use 
Shell Recharge’s charge card or app for a seamless 
charging experience on-the-go. As a member of the 
Shell group, Shell Recharge is ISO 9001 & ISO 27001 
certified and proud to have played an active leading 
role in the industry since 2009.


